
Invest in

your future!

Discover our

courses and

becomes lover of

coffee world!



Learn the profession and art of 

cafeteria and aims at a

competitive and high level of 

training professional!

Our Academy offers 

training courses for both 

professional and non-
professional baristas, or 

simply coffee lovers. 

Some of the modules 

offer the possibility of 

SCA (Specialty Coffee 
Association) certifications 
recognized in the national 

and international field.



OUR COURSES

1. ESPRESSO TRAINING

2. LATTE ART

3. GREEN COFFEE

4. SENSORY

5. BREWING

6. ROASTING

7. MOKA DAY7. MOKA DAY

8. BARISTA SKILLS

Becomes a
professional
in the world of
coffee 
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Jonathan Bruno

TRAINER



3 Modules, 42 hours SCA

DURATION CERTIFICATION

Jonathan Bruno

TRAINER
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In 2020, he became a judge for SCA Italy 

(judge for milk art, judge for sensory 
baristas, judge brewing). He tells us: 
"Racing is a unique and unforgettable 
emotion, something that can neither 

write and nor tell, you have to live the 

advice to anyone, Judging?

involves so much knowledge preparation 

and above all so much responsibility,

because you know the work

behind every competitor."
Today he is a trainer for Gambilongo 

Group, he deals with customer training, 

quality control, puts his skills at the

service of partners and those who want service of partners and those who want 

to start a training path. To date

Jonathan Bruno

is the reference trainer for Calabria

and south Italy of Espresso

Academy, school of

Cafeteria between

the most renownedthe most renowned

to the world.

Class 1990, he studied coffee shop and 

latte art, feeding in him a continuous 

hunger for knowledge and knowledge.

So he follows SCA training courses,

cultivating his dream, SIGEP that will cultivating his dream, SIGEP that will 

crown in 2018, when at the final he ranks 

at the 5th place among competitors in 

Italy: a great achievement that made him 
proud of the efforts made until then.



Do you want to enroll in one of our 

courses? Do you have any questions? 

Do you want more information?

Contact us now or come and visit us 

at the Academy!

We are waiting for you!



SCA, Specialty Coffee Association, is a

organization that sets professional standards

in the world of coffee. SCA certifications are

recognized worldwide.

Gambilongo Caffè,
Via dell'Artigianato 6, ZI Montalto uffugo (Cs)
Tel. 0984 404034
Mail: info@gambilongo.it


